
When CIOs set up cost transparency programs and fully
understand unit costs and their drivers, it will be possible
to begin optimizing IT investments and improving the dialogue
between IT and the business.”
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

IT spend has become one of the largest budget line items in companies today. IT organizations worldwide will spend over 
$3.7 trillion dollars by 2013. Despite the growth in IT spend, many IT organizations do not have the capability to easily 
articulate where that spend is going how it correlates to the services they deliver.  In order to stay competitive, leaders in 
technology must finds ways to optimize and align future IT investments  with the strategic direction of the company and prove 
how investments create lasting business value for the company.  

Global enterprise customers such as Bank of America, Boeing, JPMorgan Chase, Microsoft and Swiss Re rely on Apptio to 
deliver IT Cost transparency so that that IT can more effectively communicate the value of IT services to the business.  

Apptio’s on demand solution is a powerful new way to bring Cost Transparency to IT in an automated fashion.  With low 
startup costs, quick time to value and enterprise class levels of security and reliability, customers can:

• Increase visibility into the costs, utilization and performance of IT Services.
• Create defensible TCO & unit rates for IT products, services & the portfolio
• Leverage a single, up-to-date system of record for cost transparency 
• Create a culture of financial accountability between IT and business units.

“IT organizations that take [the] step and implement a cost transparency initiative 
with [a solution such as Apptio] can help usher in a new era of strategic IT management, 
and establish a true partnership with the business to ultimately achieve two key overarching 
objectives: minimize IT costs and maximize IT business value.” 

 -Dr. Howard Rubin, Establishing a Cost Transparency Foundation for your IT Performance Management Strategy

THE NEED FOR COST TRANSPARENCY 
WITHIN IT

Technology is a strategic component of the business 
across a growing number of industries. In fact, IT 
organizations worldwide will spend over $3.7 Trillion in 
2013 alone. IT departments are now the key force behind 
every business strategy aimed to either generate revenue 
or create bottom line savings through greater efficiency.  

Unfortunately, most organizations today still view IT as 
a cost center and currently do not have the capability to 
clearly and easily articulate where their IT spend is going, 
how it correlates to service delivery or what value has 
been created for the business. The mechanisms used 
today to forecast, track, and optimize the costs, utilization 
and operations of IT services must radically change so 
that future IT investment decisions are optimized and 
aligned with, the strategic direction of the company.  

THE BENEFITS OF IT COST 
TRANSPARENCY

An IT Cost Transparency initiative should focus on all 
aspects of costs, including asset utilization, operational 
metrics that impact labor efficiencies and the cost of 
maintaining target service levels. To achieve Cost 
Transparency, IT must discard the traditional build-to-order 
mind-set in favor of creating standard, reusable IT products 
and services.  Armed with facts rather than assumptions, 
IT can represent value back to the business through a “Bill 
of IT”.  Transparency initiatives can also empower IT to 
identify cost saving opportunities and accelerate decision 
making and more effectively communicate the value of IT to 
the business.
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ACHIEVE GREATER SERVICE VISIBILITY AND 
QUANTIFY COST SAVING OPPORTUNITIES

The first step towards achieving Cost Transparency for IT is 
to translate costs from a line item, IT invoice view to a service 
level view with detailed cost allocations.  With such a service 
level baseline, IT can start transitioning from an asset based 
culture to a service based culture. 

IT can then develop a catalog of their IT Services to start 
identifying areas for cost savings across the technology 
portfolio. Unit costs can be compared to industry benchmarks 
to identify areas where costs are too high. By combining the 
cost data with utilization and operational metrics, customers 
can identify server consolidation targets across data centers 
to reduce hardware costs and facilities charges, or eliminate 
products which have high unit cost and low business utility.

IMPROVE SCENARIO PLANNING AND MAKE 
BETTER IT DECISIONS

With a detailed understanding of how costs are flowing 
through their IT infrastructure, end users can use Apptio’s 
self-service Business Intelligence to deliver out of the box 
dashboards for IT or financial metrics or perform Ad Hoc 
queries to play out various “What If” scenarios such as:

•Calculate the impact on total costs of moving a low utilization 
application to a virtualized environment.
•Potential savings from moving Tier 1 support to a low cost 
region
•Understand how a specific desktop brand might actually 
deliver  lower TCO
•Analyze impact of changes to consumption or support 
related to new blade server configurations. 
•Determine which data center should support based on 
capacity and cost metrics mapped to business needs
•Comparison of two applications with similar functionality for 
application rationalization projects. 

MORE EFFECTIVELY COMMUNICATE THE 
VALUE OF IT TO THE BUSINESS

Another benefit of establishing a solid understanding of the 
costs of the products and services IT offers is the ability to a 
“Bill of IT”.  IT can easily configure the bill with granularity and 
access for line of business organization, manager, individuals 
or initiatives.  Once business executives understand how 
their demand for IT drives consumption and costs, they 
can forecast their future needs more accurately and make 

more thoughtful choices. Their focus can quickly change 
and instead of “run-the- company” costs (“Why are my 
workstations so expensive?”), they emphasize higher-value 
“change-the-company” investments (“What technology do 
we need over the next 12 to 24 months to maintain our 
competitive edge?”).

Opening up this conversation and effectively communicating 
the value of IT to the business creates the foundation for 
a strong partnership that is focused on minimizing IT costs 
and maximizing the value of IT to the business.

AUTOMATING IT COST TRANSPARENCY
WITH APPTIO

Many customers start a transparency initiative using a 
combination of people and spreadsheets to achieve their 
goals. They start by building out a large and complex 
spreadsheet to capture costs, describe allocation 
relationships and implement some minimal reporting around 
the data. 

Unfortunately, many of these project fail to reach lasting 
success because the process is manual labor intensive to 
simple pull the data and flow into rigid spreadsheets limited 
reporting capabilities. 

In addition, most of the “magic” associated with the cost 
models is typically not documented and simply resides in 
the head of a single financial analyst. Even customers who 
have more defined data sources and robust processes in 
place around their spreadsheets still struggle with keeping 
them up to date without teams of personnel dedicated to 
data management. Their reporting may be more developed, 
but they still lack the ability to deeply analyze new scenarios, 
quantify opportunities for cost reduction and make more 
effective IT decisions in partnership with the business.

IT and finance organizations can greatly benefit from 
moving away from this manual, rigid spreadsheet approach 
with a move towards a solution that automates IT Cost 
Transparency initiatives.

The Apptio on demand offering encapsulates IT best 
practices to provide enterprises with transparency into 
the cost of their IT products and services. It offers broad 
functionality spanning visual modeling and automated 
data management, rich, integrated reporting, analytics and 
benchmarking and the ability to more effectively manage the 
demand relationship with the business.
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MODELING AND DATA MANAGEMENT

Visual Modeling Environment
Apptio’s modeling environment provides an easy to 
use, visual interface for capturing and describing the 
relationships and associated allocations across costs, 
utilization and operational metrics for IT and tracking 
changes over time.

Users can easily import actual cost data from multiple data 
sources including general
ledger, existing spreadsheets, and asset and support 
databases. They can create cost pools and cost objects 
and define either simple estimates or complex formulas 
that govern cost allocations to drive towards the calculation 
of a fully loaded unit cost for each IT product or service. 
Actual cost and budget forecast data can be captured in 
the same model so that users can automate the import of 
data on an ongoing basis and then compare actual results 
to forecast. Additionally, as changes to the model are made 
over time, the Apptio solution provides comprehensive 
journaling and change tracking and understands what 
changes have been made, by whom and when. This 
robust mechanism easily enables the undoing of unwanted 
changes.

Within the same modeling project users can also capture 
utilization and operational metrics. Server CPU utilization 

or datacenter rack and storage capacity can be modeled 
to enable the analysis and reporting of not only total costs, 
but cost combined with asset utilization and capacity to 
identify optimization or consolidation targets across the IT 
infrastructure. Operational metrics such as ticket resolution 
times and server-to-admin ratio can also be modeled and 
tracked over time. When combined with cost and utilization 
data, these metrics provide a single destination for the analysis 
of all components of IT’s organizational performance.

IT Transparency Templates
The Apptio on demand offering includes a set of out-of-the 
box IT Transparency templates which accelerate the creation 
of robust models in the Apptio environment. These templates 
capture the modeling, reporting and analytical best practices 
associated with a collection of high level IT products and 
services. For example, a template that covers the server 
product types of an IT infrastructure organization includes 
best practices on what cost elements to include in the model, 
suggestions on allocation methods, key reports and analytical 
views and support for analysis around 
pre-defined “What If” scenarios.

Automated Data Administration
The Apptio offering supports multiple methods for getting 
data into the system, accelerating modeling and automating 
the regular, repeatable importing of data from a variety of 
sources. Data can be entered manually in the same fashion 
as a spreadsheet, imported from standard file formats, or 
automated behind the firewall integration to existing sources of 
data such as the GL, asset databases, service desk or project 
and portfolio management solutions. 

As data enters the system, sophisticated data inference 
algorithms help identify patterns that represent cost allocation 
relationships and accelerate model creation. Weights and 
filters can be defined and applied to encode the logic for 
translation between IT invoices and GL entries and IT 
services. Once that logic is established, it can be applied in 
an automated fashion to ongoing data uploads. Because the 
system supports changes in the underlying data schemas over 
time, users can continue to introduce new sources of data and 
increased granularity over time without losing the ability to 
compare to historical data.

Figure 1: Apptio Visual Modeling Environment. In this model 
editor you can create cost pools, set up their costs and define the 
relationships between them.

❶

❷

❸

❹

❶ Easy modeling environment captures key cost relationships

❷ Accurately model infrastructure unit costs

❸ Include shared costs such as facilities and networks

❹ Roll-up fully loaded service cost to business units
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❶ Track costs by business unit or service

❷ Create easy graphics to showcase key IT operations metrics

❸ Monitor labor performance metrics to track against budget or SLAs

❹ Set trigger points to monitor utilization, capacity or other metrics

Figure 2: Interactive Reporting and Analytics. Users can easily create 
custom reports from the entire range of data in the model.

❶

❷

❸

❹

ANALYTICS & 
BENCHMARKING

Interactive Reporting and 
Analytics
Apptio offers a rich reporting and IT 
cost analytics experience that is tightly 
integrated with the core modeling 
environment and enables comparison 
with both external benchmarks and 
internal baselines. As a model is 
created, a set of reports is automatically 
generated. Rather than being static 
representations of the data, these 
reports support interactive drill downs 
from high level IT services to key 
underlying metrics and cost drivers. 
Users can easily create custom reports 
from the entire range of data in the 
model and construct personalized 
reporting pages that are automatically 
updated as the model is refreshed. 
Support for historical reporting over 
various time periods enables trending 
on costs and drivers such as comparing 
actual unit costs to committed rates 
for various IT services on a monthly or 
quarterly basis.

What If Analysis for Scenario Planning
In addition to helping customer establish greater visibility into the actual costs of their IT products and services, Apptio 
supports very powerful “What If” analysis which enables scenario planning across core IT cost, utilization and operational 
metrics such as servers, power, facilities and labor. Users can then understand and quantify the impact of change. By 
simulating changes in the values of these key metrics, users can help identify cost reduction opportunities, quantify the 
impact of new investment decisions and make better decisions that can improve the overall effectiveness of IT. How do my 
costs change if I add 500 servers next year? What happens to my total cost if I consolidate low utilization, high cost servers 
using virtual machines? What happens if my power costs increase by 10% next year? Is it more cost effective to outsource 
support? These simulations can be combined with modeling of actual costs and performance metrics that are core to the 
Apptio solution so that users can measure the actual impact of IT decisions over time.

Benchmarking and Baselining
Support for Benchmarking and Baselining enables comparisons over time of key IT metrics to both market and internal 
targets such as unit costs or rates. Market based benchmarking provides aggregation of the going rates for key unit costs 
such as servers as if they were purchased on the open market. Additionally, over time aggregated unit cost data which 
is gathered from the Apptio service and anonymously summarized to determine a benchmark of internal IT cost data will 
provide valuable insight into the relative performance of an IT organization.
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IT DEMAND MANAGEMENT 

Providing Business Users with the “Bill of IT”
By establishing a clear understanding of the costs of 
the products and services that IT offers to the business 
and presenting that back to the business units, IT can 
fundamentally shift their relationship with the business. 
With Apptio, IT organizations can provide the business 
with an itemized view of the services they use and 
the cost of those services – effectively presenting 
them with a “Bill of IT”. This shifts the conversation to 
one of demand and enables business heads to both 
understand and act on the levers they control which 
can directly impact the cost of IT.

Managing Changes in Demand
With Apptio, IT organizations can leverage the powerful 
“What If” analysis capability and apply it to simulate 
changes in demand and understand the potential 
impact on IT costs. How would my costs be impacted 
next year if two business units added 250 people, half 
of them in North America, and half in Europe? How 
are my costs impacted when 50% of business users 
upgrade from Windows XP to Windows Vista on their 
desktops or laptops? Partnering with the business 
as part of an IT Cost Transparency effort is the only 
way to effectively achieve two overarching objectives: 
minimizing IT costs and ensuring that IT investments 
add more business value.

GETTING STARTED WITH IT COST 
TRANSPARENCY

Companies can begin immediately realizing the value 
of an IT Cost Transparency initiative within their 
organizations by applying the Apptio solution in a 
number of different scenarios. Several of those are 
accelerated via the use of an Apptio transparency 
template which encapsulates best practices around 
cost drivers, allocation relationships, key metric reports 
and what if analysis for each scenario.

IT COST TRANSPARENCY FOR APPLICATION 
SERVICES

Applications are ultimately the key IT services which business 
users consume and span offerings such as email, loan 
management, trading, inventory management, CRM, HR, etc...

Apptio’s Application Services transparency template allows 
customers to quickly upload data for a high level application 
service and provides best practices for establishing greater 
visibility. The template encompasses a comprehensive list of 
cost drivers including infrastructure (servers, storage, facilities, 
etc…), software licenses, hardware depreciation, and labor 
(architecture, development, operations, support, etc…). 
Utilization metrics for users or software licenses can also be 
modeled and tracked to understand the relationship between 
cost and usage. Customers can also overlay the revenue metrics 
which are associated with a particular service (e.g. revenue per 
trade for a trading application) to understand the cost of gaining 
top line revenue.

When data is uploaded, the template suggests allocation 
methodologies which can be easily customized to reflect an 
accurate mapping of costs to application services for a particular 
company. The rich, integrated analytics within the template also 
provide a detailed understanding of the true costs of different 
applications services. Standard reports and drill downs help 
users to identify key cost drivers and opportunities for cost 
savings or consolidation across the services portfolio or which 
applications might be better outsourced to third party service 
providers.

Applying the What If analysis additionally enables IT to identify 
areas for potential cost savings and make better decisions. 
Answers to questions such as “How much can I save by 
consolidating or eliminating my high cost, low utilization 
applications?” can be easily quantified. IT can better forecast the 
cost of adding new applications or the growth of additional users 
and quantify the effect of increases in infrastructure, hardware or 
software costs on total application.

The Apptio template also supports the mapping of the 
consumption of these application services back to defined 
business units and allows IT to set prices which can then be 
reflected in a “Bill of IT” that communicates both the price and 
quantity of services consumed by each respective business unit, 
laying a foundation for the effective chargeback of IT services.
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IT COST TRANSPARENCY FOR DATA 
CENTER INFRASTRUCTURE

IT Infrastructure and Operations organizations 
everywhere have invested heavily to expand data center 
capacity. With server and storage utilization levels 
typically in the 15-20% range and a minority of the servers 
really powering the majority of the business critical 
applications and services, it has become increasingly 
important for infrastructure teams to really understand the 
fully loaded unit costs of their severs and data centers.   

Apptio’s Data Center Infrastructure Services template 
includes support for infrastructure costs such as 
bandwidth, facilities, power and cooling, hardware 
depreciation, labor, utilization metrics such as rack space, 
CPU and storage utilization.  . Existing data files that 
contain facility information such as asset lists or support 
ticket feeds can be easily uploaded into the template and 
customized in the intuitive visual modeling environment.  

With the data loaded, users can instantly get a detailed 
view of the true costs of each product (e.g. 2-way Linux, 
4-way Windows, Windows Virtual Server, etc…), by data 
center or geography, identify top cost drivers and drill 
down to an individual server or support ticket associated 
with a server to understand what is really driving overall 
costs. Costs can be benchmarked against industry and 
market averages or internal baselines can be set to 
monitor progress over time. By combining cost, utilization 
and operations data, users can identify consolidation or 
virtualization targets, better optimize staffing levels and 
plan for needed capacity additions.

What If analysis enables IT to simulate these potential 
changes in their infrastructure and quantify the 
magnitude of cost saving opportunities with answers to 
questions such as: How much can I save through server 
virtualization and data center consolidation? Can I reduce 
costs by moving to blade servers as my standard to save 
space or is power cost really my driver? How effective 
does my automation need to be to drive meaningful 
reduction in staffing costs?

Standard unit prices for servers can also be set in Apptio 
and published, along with consumption amounts, to 
internal business or application groups. This can enable, 
for example, customers to understand the difference in 
costs between dedicated physical servers and a virtual 
machine environment and enable them to make more 
informed decisions to help lower their IT costs.

IT COST TRANSPARENCY FOR DESKTOP 
SERVICES

The high penetration of desktops in most organizations, 
combined with the fact that many companies also provide 
employees with both a laptop and a desktop, have made PC 
costs a very significant portion of the IT budget. Even though 
acquisition costs have plummeted, the costs to provision 
and support a desktop over its lifetime can easily exceed the 
upfront capital expense.

Apptio’s Desktop Services transparency template allows 
customers to quickly upload their desktop data and supports 
a variety of cost drivers including hardware depreciation, OS, 
application and management software licenses, provisioning 
costs, support and break/fix labor expenses, etc... to drive 
to a fully loaded cost of providing desktop services to the 
business. Consumption can also be mapped to business units 
by employee or by device.

Instantly this can provide users with a detailed understanding 
of the true costs of different workstation products (HP laptop 
vs. Dell Desktop), enable IT to understand consumption by 
business unit, and help IT to analyze their desktop inventory 
by support levels, depreciation ages, etc…

What If analysis can also be applied to help quantify cost 
reduction opportunities by providing answers to questions 
such as: What is the optimal refresh period for my desktops? 
What is the impact on costs and SLAs when moving from 
insourced to outsourced support? What is the cost impact 
of allowing each employee to have more than one laptop or 
desktop? What are the cost differences between physical and 
virtual desktop environments?

CONCLUSION

Significant investments in IT are absolutely critical to helping 
businesses today obtain and maintain a competitive edge. 
The sheer magnitude of these investments requires a change 
in the level of visibility businesses have into how dollars are 
being allocated across the services IT delivers and make 
it essential that future IT investments support the strategic 
direction of the business. The Apptio on demand offering is 
a powerful new way to bring Cost Transparency to IT in an 
automated fashion and enable progressive IT organizations 
to lead this change, usher in a new era of strategic IT 
management and establish a true partnership with the 
business.
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ABOUT APPTIO
Apptio is the leading independent provider of on-demand Technology Business Management (TBM) 
solutions for managing the business of IT. Apptio enables IT leaders to manage the cost, quality and 
value of IT Services by providing deep visibility into the total cost of IT services, communicating the value 
of IT to the business through an interactive “Bill of IT,” and strategically aligning the planning, budgeting 
and forecasting processes. Apptio’s TBM solutions play a critical role in helping companies understand 
and drive chargeback, virtualization, cloud and other key technology initiatives. Global enterprise 
customers such as Bank of America, Boeing, JPMorgan Chase, Microsoft, St. Luke’s Health System, and 
Swiss Re rely on Apptio to reduce costs and align IT with business priorities. 

To learn more visit: www.apptio.com
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